
FUNCTIONALITY AND 
WARMTH…

Lifestyles by Barons welcomes you home toWhistling Springs
Welcome to Whistling Springs, the ultimate entertaining space. By 
design, this lower level space is meant to be warm and inviting. 

The granite bar is spacious and can accommodate six to eight guests 
comfortably. It is also fully loaded with two mini bars for storing 
favourite vintages and refreshments, as well as a built-in dishwasher, and 
Silgranit® sink. 

Custom cabinetries in a dark wood finish tie the natural elements of the 
space together while architectural details come alive in the handles on 
closet doors, cascading display wall, and wall sconces.

The natural stone accent walls and backsplash are truly timeless as each 
piece is custom-cut directly from a mountain symbolizing the ultimate is 
strength and durability. 

Likewise, another design element that Lifestyles has taken directly from 
nature is reflection and repetition of material. We’ve utilized the same 
flooring material as the flooring over the bar for a truly custom look.

Rick Inacio 
Executive VP Sales



Lifestyles by Barons welcomes you home toWhistling Springs
The Before

This unfinished basement was the perfect 
blank canvas for our team of designers. 
We immediately identified structural 
support issues and suggested high-
end insulation solutions for the future 
home theatre and entertaining space. 
This space was also moisture protected 
during the construction phase of the 
project completely eliminating the damp 
basement odour.

The Design 

Our design for the Whistling Springs 
project was inspired by the wants and 
needs of our client. As this family loves 
to entertain and have cozy movie nights 
together, a home theatre area was built 
into the far corner of the room, complete 
with a built-in fireplace solution, ample 
space for an oversized television, and 
a built in surround-sound system. A 
custom bar was also recommended for 
entertaining. 

The Project 

It became clear as soon as the design was 
approved for this lower level space that 
the bar was going to become the focal 
point of the room. With a rich granite 
countertop and stone accent wall, both 
lit beautifully by German-engineered 
lighting systems, the space comes to life. 
By introducing the same wooden floor 
on the ceiling of the bar area, the space 
became more defined and cozy.



The Entry

The front of the home makes an impactful 
first impression. For this particular project, the 
front door revealed a less than pretty view of 
a door to the lower level. The configuration of 
this staircase was changed by opening up the 
space with a half-wall and a beautifully finished 
staircase. True wainscoting is our signature 
design element and adds class to the space. 

The Staircase 

The staircase to the basement was a closed 
configuration and was transitioned to an open 
design allowing for flow of furnishing elements 
and light between the levels. This space 
transitioned from builder-grade quality to a 
finished staircase.

The Complete Bar 

The focal point of the room. The bar is a 
complete custom bar outfitted with a built-
in custom fridge for beverage storage, wine 
fridge, dishwasher, and sink. The large granite 
countertop was chosen to add warmth to the 
room. State of the art lighting solutions and a 
natural stone backsplash/accent wall add visual 
interest. 

The Home Theatre 

The home theatre space included built in 
cabinets for electronics storage. A surround 
sound system was built into the space to 
maximize sound quality. A modern fireplace 
added a homey feel but also warmed up 
the space with climate control. Our client 
introduced an oversized television with 
complete surround sound to the space.

The Laundry Room 

In order to add resale value to this home, the 
lower level was completely finished in this 
home. The new laundry room is finished in the 
same granite as the bar and a complete sink 
and hamper storage system was designed to 
fulfill the client’s needs. Lifestyles by Barons 
also procured and installed top-of-of-the-line 
appliances to the space.
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The Finished Lower Level

The resale value of this home has significantly increased with the renovation and addition 
of a Lifestyles by Barons custom basement. 

This space has completely been redesigned with the client’s lifestyle in mind. 

It is completely functional with a large amount of hidden storage space; it is warm and 
inviting reimagined in wood tones and earth greens; and it is the perfect space for 
entertaining with spacious bar and lounge seating and built-in surround sound system. 
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